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The Laws of Niddah
Inspiring episodes of Jewish spiritual resistance by Israel's leading
chronicler of Holocaust courage.

The Laws & Customs of Yom Kippur
A Semicha textbook: An English guideline for learning Hilchos Shabbos
needed for Semicha, and for everyday learning o Hilchos Shabbos.
Focuses on the Shulchan Aruch Harav. Split into two volumes. This
Second volume contains all the laws in Shulchan Aruch Chapters 313-317
and 319-330 and 334The laws include: Building Trapping Killing Tying
BorerWinnowing Squeezing Melting Molid ReichDying
SaltingGrindingKneading BathingMedicineChildbirthThe following are
many useful features provided within:Translation of each Halacha from
the Hebrew text in Shulchan Aruch Harav!Compilation of the laws in
accordance to topic: Many times the full details regarding a specific
law being learnt in the Shulchan Aruch of Admur is not fully dealt
with in that law, and is rather expounded on in later laws or chapters
and at times even in another subject all together. Thus we took upon
ourselves to compile all the details of a law mentioned by Admur under
the topic of that law. Thus the learner can come to a proper
conclusion of the topic of the Halacha being learned.Explanation: Many
times we have added words into the translation to help the reader flow
through the text, and add proper understanding to the law being read.
All words added by the translator within a translated Halacha have
been placed in brackets so the reader can differ between the
translated words used by Admur, and that added by the author. We have
also taken the liberty of explaining difficult laws within the many
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footnotes added into the translation. Summary: Without doubt, one of
the major features of the book is its concise summary which follows
each and every law which is learned. In the Shulchan Aruch there are
at times many opinions, many details and reasons mentioned in a given
law which effect one's understanding of the outcome of the final
ruling. The summary sifts through all the details mentioned in a given
Halacha and brings out a clear final Halachic ruling which results
from the above. The Q&A: The Q&A which follow each summary lend the
learner a greatly needed base knowledge for practical application of
the resulting law learned within a topic. Many times even after one
has sifted and comprehended the final ruling of Admur, its influence
within practical cases remain obscure. This is besides for the fact
that researching a question amongst the sea of Poskim is both time
comprising as well as not always practical. We therefore have compiled
many major practical Halachic questions which connect with a given
Halacha that was learned. The answers given have been compiled from
various sources, including Shabbos Kehalacha, Piskeiy Teshuvos,
Shemiras Shabbos Kehilchasa as well as the many resources of Poskim
brought within these Sefarim.Haskamas: The Sefer contins Haskamas from
Rabbi Boaz Yurkavitch, Rav of Chabad in Lud. And Rabi M.M. Gluchovsky,
the Chabad Rav of Rechovot, and memer of Beis Din Rabbanei Chabad.

When Caring Counts Most
The study of Shulchan Aruch at times is very challenging in terms of
clarifying the ?final stance of the learned subject. This especially
applies in instances that many cases ?and opinions exist within a
given topic. In addition, throughout the generations ?hundreds of
practical questions on the laws in Shulchan Aruch arose. Even amongst
?the currently available English literature, the opinion of the
greatest of the Achronim, ?the Shulchan Aruch Harav, is many times
omitted or not given its proper presence. ?This Sefer tackles all the
above deficiencies. A clear summary of the rulings of ?Shulchan Aruch
Harav, in the order of his Shulchan Aruch, together with hundreds of
?practical Q&A that were compiled from classical Halachic sources. All
this is ?compiled with an emphasis of the Chabad custom and
informative footnotes that lend ?the reader background information and
other opinions voiced on the subject matter. The current Sefer is a
thorough summary of the first seven chapters in Shulchan Aruch and
chapters 46-47, and covers all the ?laws relevant to morning conduct.
Follows the rulings of the Shulchan Aruch Harav with Chabad Minhagim.
?Contains a wealth of fascinating footnotes that gives the reader
great background knowledge, useful and ?interesting information, and a
glimpse of opinions held by other Poskim, such as the Michaber and
Mishneh ?Berurah. Contains Hundreds of practical Q&A with insights
from Chassidus and Kabala!?It covers questions such as:?In what
position of the hands did the Rebbe Rayatz state one is to perform
Modeh Ani??Is one to cover his Neigal Vasser prior to sleep??May one
delay the Bracha of Netilas Yadayim until after Mikveh??How is one to
get dressed-up to down or down to up??Must one wash hands after
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cutting another person's nails??May one enter a dollar bill into the
bathroom??May one recite Birchas Hashachar prior to morning??And
hundreds more of practical questions that have been compiled from the
sea of Poskim all with an ?emphasis on the opinion of the Alter Rebbe
and the aged Chabad custom.?Haskamas were assigned to the book by
leading Chabad Rabbanim.?

Chinuch
The tradition of reading the Torah in Shul on its set days is one of
the oldest and most well cherished customs amongst world Jewry. What
many don't know, are the myriads of detailed laws associated with this
Holy Mitzvah and tradition. Whether it be in regard to the history of
its initiation and its reason, or in regard to laws detailing its
criteria of validation. Who is obligated in the Mitzvah? Must a woman
hear Kerias Hatorah? What is the order of Pesicha, Hagbah, Gelila?
What is the order of an Aliyah? Who may receive an Aliyah? Who may
serve as a Baal Korei, and what are his associated laws? What is
incumbent upon the congregation during the reading? Must they stand?
What is to be done if mistakes occur during the reading? What is even
defined as a mistake? What issues can come up during the reading that
can pose an invalidating factor? What must a Gabaiy know in order to
facilitate a proper Kerias Hatorah according to Jewish law? In this
Sefer we tackle all the above issues and many more, all concisely
explained and clarified within 18 chapters, that include a directive
of practical Halacha, and encyclopedic Halachic background knowledge
of the cases at hand. This Sefer is revolutionary, and is a must have
for every Shul and Minyan in order to facilitate finding clear and
proper Halachic guidance that will ensure that Kerias Hatorah in their
Shul is performed properly and with its due honor and respect!

The Laws of Tzitzis
Halachic authority Rabbi Binyomin Forst continues his comprehensive
treatment of the laws of niddah with the publication of the second
volume of his outstanding legal compendium. Not only are the
underlying concepts of the laws explained, their logical halachic
process is demonstrated and the various opinions regarding their
applications are discussed with thoroughness and expertise. From
everday practices to current medical procedures, from chapters on
setting a wedding date through later life concerns, every statement is
backed by significant research and abundant citation of sources.
Expansive indices and a full bibliography facilitate further research.
Clearly written, yet extensive in detail, the copmlete set of The Laws
of Niddah is a reference vital to every Jewish home and library.

The Annihilation of Lithuanian Jewry
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The Laws & Customs of Kerias Hatorah

Just One Word Emunah : Heartwarming and Inspiring Stories
and Words of Chizuk to Strengthen Our Faith
second printing, with new cover and last chapter removed

The Laws of Tefillin
English literature available on Chassidus has increased tenfold
throughout the years, having us witness a real breakthrough in this
regard. Hundreds of classical Chassidic texts have been translated and
annotated by renowned writers and publishers. The monumental work of
Tanya has been translated, explained, and disseminated in English
throughout all corners of the globe. Nonetheless, we find that one of
the greatest works of Chassidic thought has not yet found its way onto
the English bookshelf, the Mamarim of Torah Or and Likkutei Torah of
the Alter Rebbe. These works are considered to be the Oral Torah of
the Tanya and are hence complementary to it. The Mamarim of Torah Or
and Likkutei Torah are the foundation of most of the Mamarim of
Chassidus of all the later generations. One of the reasons for the
lack of an English counterpart for this Sefer is because of its great
depth and advanced Kabbalistic jargon. It is our great honor to offer
the English-speaking public the first full English counterpart for the
great, illustrious works of Torah Or and Likkutei Torah. The Sefer
includes a single Mamar per Parsha, which is summarized, explained,
and brought into practical application for the reader. The Mamarim are
not a direct translation of the Hebrew original, but rather a content
summary of the Mamar. At times, due to the extended length of a
certain Mamar, we may only summarize a certain section of the Mamar,
and not the Mamar in its entirety. Each Parsha features a single
selected Mamar from amongst the many Mamarim that are printed in the
Hebrew original, giving our readers a taste and glimpse of the full
content of this monumental work. Our main goal is for the reader to
receive the content knowledge of the most fundamental Mamarim written
by the Alter Rebbe, and for him to be given the tools for how to
implement this knowledge within his daily life. Each Mamar concludes
with a lessons box that summarizes the practical life lessons that we
can derive from the Mamar. Also included are interesting parables that
we find easy to relate to and help us to digest the content being
studied, and internalize it. It is our heartfelt prayer that the
Mamarim in this Sefer will uplift your spiritual experience and give
you spiritual hope, faith, love, and trust in Hashem, being the light
that illuminates your relationship with G-d.

Pesach
All divrei Torah from TorahWeb.org onthe topic of Pesach
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The Laws & Customs of Mourning-Summary Edition
Derived by the author from interviews and oral histories, these eightynine original Hasidic tales about the Holocaust provide unprecedented
witness, in a traditional idiom, to the victims' inner experience of
"unspeakable" suffering. This volume constitutes the first collection
of original Hasidic tales to be published in a century. "An important
work of scholarship and a sudden clear window onto the heretofore
sealed world of the Hasidic reaction to the Holocaust. Its true
stories and fanciful miracle tales are a profound and often poignant
insight into the souls of those who suffered terribly at the hands of
the Nazis and who managed somehow to use that very suffering as the
raw material for their renewed lives." -- Chaim Potok "A beautiful
collection." -- Saul Bellow "Yaffa Eliach provides us with stories
that are wonderful and terrible -- true myths. We learn how people,
when suffering dying, and surviving can call forth their humanity with
starkness and clarity. She employs her scholarly gifts only to connect
the tellers of the tales, who bear witness, to the reader who is
stunned and enriched." -- Robert J. Lifton "In the extensive
literature on the Holocaust, this is a unique book. Through it we can
attain a glimpse of the victims' inner life and spiritual resources.
Yaffa Eliach has done a superb job." -- Jehuda Reinharz

Rav Dessler
The CEO of General Electric looks back on his distinguished career
with the corporation and shares his personal philosophy of business
and innovative managerial style.

The Rebbes of Chortkov
An heir to the Chortkov dynasty, Rabbi Yisroel Friedman is the Rav of
the Chortkover Kloiz in Manchester, England. In this comprehensive
book, he traces Chortkover Chassidus from its origins with Reb Dovid
Moshe, son of Rabbi Yisroel of Rizhi

Hasidic Tales of the Holocaust
A fascinating portrait of cultural conflict in action visits a small
Iowa community where Lubavitcher Jews opened a successful
slaughterhouse and found themselves in conflict with Gentile
neighbors. Reprint. 30,000 first printing.

The Mashgiach

Rav Pam on Chumash
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The Laws & Customs of Mourning
An exploration of the Kastner affair: a conspiracy, a violation of
conscience, criminal betrayal. Picture those early days when the new
nation of Israel was being formed in the region of Palestine European
Jews had just endured history’s ultimate holocaust. Allied governments
such as Great Britain had refused to take action to block the trains
from carrying thousands of them to certain death. In those final days
before the end of the war, the epicenter of the Nazi extermination
effort was Hungary. Jews had fled there from Germany and Poland, but
they could not outrun the shadow of death. That is the obvious truth,
but was there more? Was there collaboration with the enemy that
resulted in these murderous acts? Can you really trust governments and
leaders to do what is right and best for those they represent? As
Edmund Burke declared, "The only thing necessary for the triumph of
evil is for good men to do nothing." But what happens when those who
are trusted as good join forces with evil? Underlying this story is a
bizarre tapestry of deception at the highest levels of government with
the lives of many innocents in the balance. The libel trial of Rudolf
Kastner, a prominent journalist representing the new government and
supported by its Prime Minister David Ben Gurion, establishes the
outline of that hidden past, protected by the political interests of
some of Israel’s early leaders. A true classicHistory that reads like
a mystery novel when villains parade themselves as heroes and the real
heroes are targets of evil.-Print ed. Includes 204 photos, plans and
maps illustrating The Holocaust

The Laws & Customs of Shavuos
HaGaon HaRav Moshe Feinstein, ztl, Rosh Yeshivah of Mesivtha Tifereth
Jerusalem and the acknowledged halachic decisor of his era, found
messages of inspiration, of consolation, and of the beauty of Judaism
in the weekly Torah portions. Here, a selection of those thoughts are
presented in English.

Rav Pam
The surprise election of Donald J. Trump as President of the United
States evoked passionate reaction across the American political
spectrum. It seemed as if not one American was neutral. Trump's
supporters adored him, while the expressions of hatred of many of his
opponents defied the norms of civil debate. Well into the Trump
presidency, one community, the Jews, on both sides of the ocean, has
been on the front lines of the continuing Trump debate that has
gripped the nation. Trump's relationship with the Jewish community is
unique in its very personal nature. Some of his key policy decisions
affecting Jerusalem, the Iran nuclear deal, and even economic policy,
have been influenced by positive relationships of trust that Trump
maintained through the years as a high-profile businessman in New
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York, as well as some Jewish family connections. At the same time,
most American Jews voted for Hillary Clinton in 2016. Furthermore,
many members of the liberal American Jewish community have b

Darash Mosheh
Holy Woman chronicles the life, times, hardships, and legacy of
Rebbitzen Chaya Sara Kramer, an extraordinary woman whom many
considered a Jewish saint. A survivor of the medical experiments of
Nazi death camp Doctor Joseph Mengele, she made a new life in Israel,
where she married an unusually gifted mystic. In spite of penury and
deprivation, the couple was an inspiration and guide to thousands.
More of a life manual than a biography, this book explicates the
profound life lessons by which Rebbitzen Kramer lived. Author Sara
Yoheved Rigler draws the reader into the inner circle of her own close
relationship with the Rebbitzen. Herself a serious searcher, Rigler
spent 15 years in an Indian ashram before coming to Israel to
reconnect with her Jewish origins. Refreshingly written and elegantly
relevant, Holy Woman is a book for spiritually oriented persons who
yearn to learn secrets of personal greatness from a truly hidden and
humble Jewish luminary.

Jack

Awaking Like a Jew
The study of Shulchan Aruch at times is very challenging in terms of
clarifying the final stance of the learned subject. This especially
applies in instances that many cases and opinions exist within a given
topic. In addition, throughout the generations hundreds of practical
questions on the laws in Shulchan Aruch arose. Even amongst the
currently available English literature, the opinion of the greatest of
the Achronim, the Shulchan Aruch Harav, is many times omitted or not
given its proper presence. Likewise, the Chabad custom related to
Shavuos is not given their proper presence. This Sefer tackles all the
above deficiencies. A clear summary of the rulings of the Shulchan
Aruch and, where applicable, Shulchan Aruch Harav and Chabad custom
supplemented with the opinions of the Mishneh Berurah and Kaf Hachaim.
This is accompanied with hundreds of practical Q&A that were compiled
from classical Halachic sources. All this is compiled with informative
footnotes that lend the reader background information and other
opinions voiced on the subject matter.

Living Emunah

Walking with Rabbi Miller
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The study of Shulchan Aruch at times is very challenging in terms of
clarifying the final stance of the learned subject. This especially
applies in instances that many cases and opinions exist within a given
topic. In addition, throughout the generations hundreds of practical
questions on the laws in Shulchan Aruch arose. Getting a proper grasp
on the laws of Tzitzis especially faces this challenge due to the
complexity of the cases and the range of opinions. Even amongst the
currently available English literature, the opinion of the greatest of
the Achronim, the Shulchan Aruch Harav, is many times omitted or not
given its proper presence. Likewise the Chabad custom related to
Tzitzis is not given their proper presence. This Sefer tackles all the
above deficiencies. A clear summary of the rulings of the Shulchan
Aruch Harav and Chabad custom supplemented with the opinions of the
Mishneh Berurah and Kaf Hachaim. This is accompanied with hundreds of
practical Q&A that were compiled from classical Halachic sources. All
this is compiled with informative footnotes that lend the reader
background information and other opinions voiced on the subject
matter.

The Rav Thinking Aloud on the Parsha

The Limits of Orthodox Theology
Torah thoughts based on and adapted from the teaching of Rabbi Abraham
Pam.

FROM DJERBA TO JERUSALEM.

Perfidy [Illustrated Edition]

The Shadows
The purpose of this Sefer is to provide the English-speaking public
the full breadth of Halachic and Hashkafic knowledge on everything
related to the subject of intimacy. This book is primarily a
compilation of Halachic rulings and sources which are scattered
throughout the Talmud and Poskim, as well as the acts of piety
recorded in the Sifrei Mussar and Kabbalah. Gathering all this
Halachic information compiled from hundreds of sources into a single
book, will allow the reader to research any questions he may have
relating to marital intimacy, as sensitive and shy as it may be.
Another aspect of this book is the delineation of the proper
perspective that a Jew should have towards intimacy according to Torah
and the classical works of Mussar and Kabbalah. There is a unique
Jewish philosophy recorded regarding intimacy, and being indoctrinated
with this perspective is as important as the study of the laws
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themselves. With this book we desire to encourage Jewish couples to
perform intimacy in a most pious and holy manner, and to give them the
knowledge to differentiate between law and stringency so they can know
when and where they maintain the flexibility to be lenient, if needed.
We aspire that the raising of the level of Kedusha that this book is
set to influence will have a long and lasting effect on the current
and coming generation, meriting the Jewish people with pure and holy
children.

The Torah Personality
The Mitzvah of Tefillin is one of the oldest and most well cherished
Mitzvos amongst world Jewry. What many don't know, are the myriads of
detailed laws associated with this Holy Mitzvah and tradition. For
example: What is the greatness of the mitzvah? How was this mitzvah
originally fulfilled? Can someone put on Tefillin after sunset? What
about a person who doesn't have a shirt? What is the correct order of
wearing Tefillin and where are the exact areas that it should be worn
on the arm and head? What about someone who's a lefty or ambidextrous?
Should a blessing be repeated if I went to the bathroom? Why do some
people wear Tefillin of Rabbeinu Tam, and what is the law if I
accidentally put it on before Rashi? what are the detailed laws of
respecting the Tefillin? Can I eat with them, can I sleep with them,
and can I simply talk while wearing them? Can I take it with me into
an airport bathroom? How do I purchase a Kosher and Mehudar pair of
Tefillin? How do I upkeep the maintenance of my Tefillin? What are the
essential laws relevant to a Sofer and the writing of Parshiyos? What
are the detailed Kashrus laws of the Batim and straps? What are things
that are important to know during Mivtzaim? In this Sefer we tackle
all the above issues and many more, all concisely explained and
clarified within 9 chapters, that include a directive of practical
Halacha, and encyclopedic Halachic background knowledge of the cases
at hand. This Sefer is revolutionary, and is a must have for every
Shul and Minyan in order to facilitate finding clear and proper
Halachic guidance that will ensure that the Mitzvah of Tefillin in
their Shul is performed properly and with its due honor and respect!

Parsha Potpourri

Sparks of Glory

The Chassidishe Parsha Torah Or-Likkutei Torah
Looks at the principles set out by Maimonides, which are considered
the standard of what is orthodox and what is considered heretical.

Postville
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The study of the laws of mourning is traditionally ignored amongst
scholarly circles and Yeshivos, due to its morbid content. This
tradition has led to a lack of proper knowledge of the laws and
customs associated with mourning and burial, which become very much
relevant to those who are suddenly faced with the reality of a
deceased loved one. In this work, split to three volumes, we carefully
organize and clearly delineate all the laws and customs relevant
throughout the mourning period, as well as the period preceding the
death, and those which extend past the mourning. In this third volume,
a summary and checklist of all the laws of Aveilus explained in the
previous two volumes is brought. It serves the reader as great quick
reference and review guide for the basic Halachos, and reminders of
customs and laws applicable during the various stages of mourning.

Trump and the Jews
The study of Shulchan Aruch at times is very challenging in terms of
clarifying the final stance of the learned subject. This especially
applies in instances that many cases and opinions exist within a given
topic. In addition, throughout the generations hundreds of practical
questions on the laws in Shulchan Aruch arose. Getting a proper grasp
on the laws of Yom KIppur especially faces this challenge due to the
complexity of the cases and the range of opinions. Even amongst the
currently available English literature, the opinion of the greatest of
the Achronim, the Shulchan Aruch Harav, is many times omitted or not
given its proper presence. Likewise, the Chabad custom related to Yom
Kippur is not given their proper presence. This Sefer tackles all the
above deficiencies. A clear summary of the rulings of the Shulchan
Aruch Harav and Chabad custom, supplemented with the opinions of the
Mishneh Berurah and Kaf Hachaim. This is accompanied with hundreds of
practical Q&A that were compiled from classical Halachic sources. All
this is compiled with informative footnotes that lend the reader
background information and other opinions voiced on the subject
matter.

Holy Woman

Semicha Aid for Learning the Laws of Shabbos

The Pleasant Way

The Marrano Prince
Describes how Jewish communities in Lithuania tried to carry on with
their religious duties even in the face of Nazi persecution
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Kedushas Habayis
The study of the laws of mourning is traditionally ignored amongst
scholarly circles and Yeshivos, due to its morbid content. This
tradition has led to a lack of proper knowledge of the laws and
customs associated with mourning and burial, which become very much
relevant to those who are suddenly faced with the reality of a
deceased loved one. In this work, split to three volumes, we carefully
organize and clearly delineate all the laws and customs relevant
throughout the mourning period, as well as the period preceding the
death, and those which extend past the mourning. The laws of Mourning
Volume 1 includes the following topics: Chapter 1: Illness & End of
Life preparationsChapter 2: Time of death-The State of Goses and
departure of the soulChapter 3: Aninus-The laws of an OnenChapter 4:
The Mitzvah to bury & Laws relating to the burial plotChapter 5: The
TaharahChapter 6: The laws of Keria and Baruch Dayan HaemesChapter 7:
Eulogy/HespedChapter 8: Funeral & BurialChapter 9: Kohen attending a
funeral or burialChapter 10: The passing of an infant, Nefel,
stillborn & miscarriageThe Laws of Mourning-Shiva, Shloshim, First
yearChapter 11: The Mitzvah to mourn & How Chapter 12: Who is
obligated to mourn and be mourned-Shiva/Shloshim/YearChapter 13: How
to calculate the days of Shiva-The start and end of ShivaChapter 14:
Seudas Havraha/The First meal after burialChapter 15: The Shiva
homeChapter 16: Nichum AveilimChapter 17: Learning MishnayosChapter
18: The Prayers and blessings during Shiva The remaining subjects are
covered in volume 2 of this series. A thorough summary and checklist
is available in volume 3. This work provides the reader with the
ability to find practical direction in how to proceed in the various
questions raised at this most sensitive time in his life. We have
carefully and meticulously analyzed all the corresponding chapters in
the Shulchan Aruch, as well many additional Achronim and authoritative
books already written on the subject, to give the English reader the
most organized, clear and resourced literature available of all the
laws and customs practiced throughout mourning, with a wealth of
practical Q&A. As in all our works, we have carefully studied, and
noted the opinion of the Shulchan Aruch Harav and Chabad custom
relating to the subject. The Sefer makes note of the customs and
practices of Jews of all spectrums of Jewry; Sephardi and Ashkenazi,
in order so each can receive their direction of practice.
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